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Abstract. We present a summary of the current status of Starlink and
UK data reduction and science product manipulation software for the
next generation of IFUs, and discuss the implications of the currently
available analysis software with respect to the scientific output of these
new instruments. The possibilities of utilising existing software for science
product analysis is examined. We also examine the competing science
product data formats, and discuss the conventions for representing the
data in a multi-extension FITS format.

1. Introduction

Integral Field Spectroscopy (IFS) is a technique to produce spectra over a con-
tiguous 2-D field, producing as a final data product a 3-D data cube of the two
spatial coordinate axes plus an additional axis in wavelength. Although existing
techniques, such as stepping a longslit spectrograph or scanning a Fabry-Perot
device, can produce such a data cube the IFS technique collects the data simul-
taneously with obvious savings in observing efficiency. However, IFS has only
recently approached maturity as a hardware technique (e.g., Haynes et al. 1998;
Haynes et al. 1999; Allington-Smith et al. 2000).
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2. Reduction Software

Initial data reduction to remove instrumental effects such as flat fielding and
cosmic ray removal, and mapping between the 2-D detector coordinates and the
data cube, is highly instrument dependent.

There are two paradigms for IFS data reduction. First, the “traditional”
method, adapted from multi-object spectroscopy (MOS), where the output from
each fibre is extracted by tracing the spectrum and accounting for wavelength
dependent distortion (normally referred to as the MOS paradigm). More re-
cently, with the arrival of TEIFU, where the fibre outputs are under-sampled
by the detector, an alternative paradigm has arisen (usually referred to as the
longslit paradigm). Although the independence of the spatial samples is lost due
to the under-sampling of the PSF by the detector, it can be shown that this is
irrelevant so long as the target is critically sampled by the IFU (Allington-Smith
& Content 1998). Here the methods adapted from MOS cannot be used and
the resulting dataset bears more resemblance to traditional longslit spectroscopy
than to MOS data.

While data reduction software is available for the currently operating IFUs,
e.g., SMIRFS (Haynes et al. 1999), software to deal with data from the next gen-
eration of instruments, such as GMOS (Allington-Smith et al. 2000) or GNIRS,
is either still in development or it is unclear who is tasked with providing the
software. This is worrying, as it seems unlikely that (with currently available
resources) a comparison between the two data reduction paradigms will be made
for the upcoming generation of IFUs, many of which fall between the two reduc-
tion paradigms (e.g., GMOS).

3. Analysis Software

While the initial data reduction software for IFUs is highly instrument depen-
dent, the data analysis of the final science data product for all these instruments
should be fairly generic. The end product of the data reduction for IFS is, al-
most naturally, an (x,y,λ) data cube. Once assembled, with associated variance
and quality arrays, scientifically interesting information can be extracted from
the cube.

While not every possible operation can be anticipated there are several
standard processes that most observers will want to carry out during the data
analysis stage:

Mosaicing Mosaicing data cubes obtained from different observations, offset
in both position and wavelength, with appropriately chosen re-sampling
algorithms.

Visualisation Extraction of individual spectra, and image planes correspond-
ing to spectral features or chosen passbands.

Mapping Construction of radial velocity, line strength, and ratio maps from
the data cube (see Figure 1).

A lot of these required tasks can be carried out using pre-existing Starlink
software with only minor or no modifications necessary to the code. This sit-
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Figure 1. A reconstructed velocity field of the 5007Å OIII line (lower
right panel) created using Starlink software from an observation of
3C237 taken during the TEIFU commissioning run. The other panels
show the white light image and the intervening line fitting steps of the
software. The final velocity field is shown displayed in the GAIA im-
age manipulation package, with the contours of the white light image
overlayed on the velocity field. Here we build the script from several
disparate Starlink packages, including KAPPA, FIGARO, and CON-
VERT, to carry out the velocity mapping task.

uation has arisen due to the use of the extensible N-Dimensional Data Format
(NDF). This is a format for storing bulk data in the form of N-dimensional arrays
of numbers. It is typically used for storing spectra, images, and similar datasets
with higher dimensionality. The NDF format is based on the Hierarchical Data
System (HDS) and is extensible; not only does it provide a comprehensive set of
standard ancillary items to describe the data, it can also be extended indefinitely
to handle additional user-defined information of any type.

While most Starlink applications were written with 2-D CCD data in mind,
they were written generically to make use of the NDF format and hence a great
many have the capability to handle data which has more than the anticipated
two dimensions, e.g., many KAPPA and FIGARO applications are capable of
being used on multi-dimensional data.
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4. Prospective File Formats

The current working format for the final data product of the GEMINI (GMOS)
and CIRPASS data reduction software suite, will be a multi-extension FITS
(MEF) file. However, this format may be replaced by the new IRAF spectral
format, which is currently in development by the IRAF group at NOAO. The
MEF is similar to the standard NIRI format now used with GEMINI:

No. Type Name Format BITPI INH

0 ifs data.fits 16
1 BIN TABLE TAB 16×num. of fibres 8
2 IMAGE SCI λ×num. of fibres -32 F
3 IMAGE VAR λ×num. of fibres -32 F
4 IMAGE DQ λ×num. of fibres 16 F

Here the first extension is a binary FITS table with columns: ID, RA, DEC,
and SKY. This table would hold information specific to individual lenslets/fibers
like relative fibre positions on the sky (RA, DEC), whether the fibre is a sky
or object spectrum (SKY), etc. The three image planes are multispec-like, each
row is a separate spectrum.

However this MOS-style MEF format is not particularly natural way of
handling IFS data. Indeed, under the longslit paradigm these files cannot be
generated. A conversion program for GMOS and CIRPASS data to a more
easily analysed data cube,which will involve re-binning the input spectra onto a
rectangular array, is therefore desirable:

No. Type Name Format BITPI Comment

0 ifs data.fits
1 IMAGE SCI X×Y×λ -32 3-D science array
2 IMAGE VAR X×Y×λ -32 3-D variance array
3 IMAGE DQ X×Y×λ 16 3-D data quality array

In this case, the IFU geometry information is no longer needed, but it would
make sense to include the coordinates for each fibre if the user was not taking
home the raw data from the telescope, presumably as a FITS binary table.
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